DATE: April 4, 2005

SUBJECT: Cab Threshold Filler Strip - 13108606

RATING: DIRECTIVE
      (Action is required)

INFORMATION
      (Action is optional)

PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT
      (Enhance Product)

MACHINE MODEL(S): CX Spiking Machines with Cabs

SERIAL NUMBER(S): 410500-410586

SUMMARY: Add a Filler Strip to the cab entry door threshold.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The entry door threshold is formed in the shape of a channel with the open side of the channel toward the inside of the cab. This opening is large enough that the toe of a work boot could fit into it while the operator is exiting the cab possibly causing the operator to lose his balance. The Filler Strip will cover the open area of the door threshold to prevent this from occurring.

ACTION: The Filler Strip (p/n 13108606) is welded to the open side of the threshold with 1-1/2” long stitch welds, 6” apart. See Figure 1.

WARRANTY: Filler strips will be supplied by Nordco for the affected machines.
Figure 1

Welding CX Spiking Machine Cab
Door Threshold Filler Strip